
Introducing Puzzle Maker Pro - Letterbox:
Efficient and Fresh Puzzle Creation for
Publishers and Puzzle Enthusiasts

Puzzle Maker Pro - Letterbox

Create captivating letterbox puzzles &

puzzle books effortlessly. Customize grids,

use multiple fonts & colors. Instant Puzzle

Books. Commercial Use PG.

ZWOLLE, OV, THE NETHERLANDS,

January 12, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Introducing Puzzle Maker Pro -

Letterbox: Revolutionizing Puzzle

Creation for Publishers and Puzzle

Enthusiasts Alike

BookPublisherTools, a leading provider

of innovative publishing tools, is

thrilled to announce the launch of

Puzzle Maker Pro - Letterbox, an

innovative software product that

empowers publishers and puzzle

enthusiasts to create captivating

letterbox puzzles and puzzle books

effortlessly.

Letterbox puzzles are a great niche puzzle that provides mental stimulation and entertainment.

Now, with Puzzle Maker Pro - Letterbox, publishers and puzzle enthusiasts can take their

creativity to new heights and craft unique puzzles that engage and challenge their audience like

never before.

What sets Puzzle Maker Pro - Letterbox apart is its unrivaled speed and versatility. With this

cutting-edge software, publishers can harness the power of their own word lists to create an

unlimited number of puzzles. The grid size can be customized to suit any publication format,

ensuring seamless integration into PDFs or printable puzzle books.

Key Features of Puzzle Maker Pro Letterbox:

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.bookpublishertools.com/product/puzzle-maker-pro-letterbox-bundle/
https://www.bookpublishertools.com/product/puzzle-maker-pro-letterbox-bundle/
http://www.bookpublishertools.com


Letterbox Puzzle Multiple Fonts

1. Customizable Grids: Puzzle creators and

publishers can tailor puzzles to perfection. With

Puzzle Maker Pro - Letterbox, publishers can

effortlessly customize the image size and grid

size, accommodating various puzzle formats

and publication requirements.

2. Multiple Fonts and Colors: Puzzle creators

and publishers can bring their puzzles to life

with vibrant and eye-catching visuals. Puzzle

Maker Pro - Letterbox allows users to utilize up

to three fonts and five colors, adding a touch of

liveliness and chaos to engage and captivate

puzzle enthusiasts.

3.  Set Up Custom Noise Characters: In addition

to the word lists, puzzle creators and publishers

can set up their own list of noise characters that

will be used to fill out the grid. Whether they

want to use the alphabet, only consonants, or

even numbers or symbols, Puzzle Maker Pro - Letterbox ensures an optimal solving experience

for puzzle enthusiasts.

I want to thank Hans, his

team, and this group for all

the support. We launched

our books this week, finally,

and switching to Puzzle

Maker Pro made all the

difference.”

Lynne Simpson

4. Output Formats: Seamlessly save puzzles in high-quality

JPG or PNG format or even vector-based SVG format. This

compatibility allows for easy integration into various

publishing platforms, ensuring the puzzles from Puzzle

Maker Pro - Letterbox are ready to captivate readers in no

time.

5. Puzzle Book formats: Generate puzzle books in PDF or

Powerpoint format with Puzzle Maker Pro - Letterbox,

which can be edited and customized before publishing. 

"Puzzle Maker Pro - Letterbox is the result of our unwavering commitment to providing

publishers, puzzle book publishers, KDP publishers, and puzzle enthusiasts with a powerful tool

that sparks creativity, delivers engaging puzzles, and enhances the overall puzzle-solving

experience," said Hans Miedema, CEO of BookPublisherTools.

Whether you're a puzzle publisher, puzzle book publisher, KDP publisher, or an individual

looking to create fun puzzles for social media, newsletters, or magazines, Puzzle Maker Pro -



Puzzle Maker Pro - Letterbox Screenshot

Letterbox is your ultimate solution.

To celebrate the launch,

BookPublisherTools is excited to offer

an exclusive limited-time discount on

Puzzle Maker Pro Letterbox. Visit our

website at

https://www.bookpublishertools.com/p

roduct/puzzle-maker-pro-letterbox-

bundle/ to unlock this incredible offer

and unlock the limitless potential of

puzzle creation.

For media inquiries, product reviews,

or interview requests, please contact

Hans Miedema, Owner, at

hans@bookpublishertools.com.

About BookPublisherTools:

BookPublisherTools is a trusted provider of innovative publishing tools, committed to

empowering publishers, creators, and puzzle enthusiasts worldwide. With a focus on user-

friendly software solutions, BookPublisherTools aims to revolutionize the way puzzles are

created, published, and enjoyed.

Hans Miedema

BookPublisherTools
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/680813674
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try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something
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Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable
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